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APL space weather simulation toolbox
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MERKIN ET AL.: 10 MIN BIRKELAND CURRENTS

Figure 5. Evolution of the Birkeland current distribution as simulated by (left column) LFM/Wind,
(middle column) LFM/THC and (right column) reconstructed from AMPERE. For AMPERE, radial cur-
rent, as opposed to field-aligned, is shown. The interval covered is from roughly 1725 UT to 1812 UT on
3 August 2010 (LFM time) and the corresponding time labels are shown in the upper left corner of each
dial plot, the AMPERE label indicating the accumulation interval. FAC densities are shown for the north-
ern hemisphere, LFM in SM coordinates, AMPERE in AACGM coordinates, and are mapped to 120 km
altitude. Upward (downward) currents are shown in red (blue). The min/max values of the FAC density
are shown in the bottom-right corner of each dial plot. AMPERE current densities below the cutoff of
0.15 !A/m2 are not shown. Note the different scales between the color bars.
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CMIT: Geospace modeling
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• Coupled Magnetosphere-
Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model

• Includes global magnetosphere, 
ring current, precipitation, 
ionospheric electrodynamics, and 
ionosphere-thermosphere 
components

• Global magnetosphere LFM code 
is the backbone

• Coupling infrastructure built during 
the CISM project (in 2000’s)

• Current state of the art in geospace
modeling

• Continued collaboration among 
teams (APL, NCAR, HKU, 
Dartmouth, Rice)
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CPCP: 383 kV Merkin et al., AGU, 2017

CPCP: 463 kV

Geospace research highlight #1
Fully coupled LFM-MIX-RCM-TIEGCM simulation of the 2013 St. Patrick’s Day storm

• All major geospace

components coupled

• Microscopic E-layer 

electrojet turbulence (ET) 

modifies ionospheric 

conductivity

• ET heating terms included 

directly in TIEGCM
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Merkin et al., AGU, 2017

w/o ET w/ ET

Geospace research highlight #1
Fully coupled LFM-MIX-RCM-TIEGCM simulation of the 2013 St. Patrick’s Day storm

• Microscopic physics at 
100km altitude has major 
macroscopic effects on 
magnetospheric plasmas 
at 60,000 km



Geospace research highlight #2

• How do energetic particles interact w/ mesoscale 

MHD flow structures?

• CHIMP

� Evolve test particles (TPs) in MHD-generated EM 

fields

� Post-proc step, interpolate from high-cadence 

saved MHD data

� Full orbit/guiding center switching based on local 

field

CHIMP + LFM: Particle Tracing in high-resolution MHD

6

Example: Electron TP’s initialized on 

MHD dipolarization front, Z=0 plane.

Space Weather Workshop, April 16-20, 2018 7 May 2018



Geospace research highlight #2

Framework
• Input: Solar wind/F10.7

• Global 3D MHD+RC

• TPs: Initial & injected population

• Use MHD flow data (n,T,V) to seed TPs

� i.e., aim TP’s at injection fronts

• Convert TPs to electron PSD

Application to March 2013 Storm
• Comparison w/ in situ RBSP measurements 

• Reproduce global evolution

� Cycle of depletion, recovery, enhancement

� Ratio of pre- and post-storm intensities

• Reproduce localized (space+time) features

� Compression/drift-echo signature of CME shock

� Nightside injection signatures

Modeling the Outer Radiation Belt w/ MHD+TP

7

Model value ~ Output/Input
Input: Solar wind (@X=30) & F10.7
Output: RB Intensity (L,MLT)

Space Weather Workshop, April 16-20, 2018

Sorathia et al., JGR, 2018

7 May 2018



LFM-helio: Inner heliosphere modeling
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LFM-helio
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WSA 4.3

Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) 
(Coronal Model)

Input: Global maps of photospheric magnetic field  
(e.g., ADAPT)

Key Features:
1. Field line tracing parallelized
2. Compatible with 
• NSO (VSM, GONG, KPVT), WSO & MWO
• ADAPT (KPVT, VSM, GONG, HMI)
- Understands multi-realization input files

3. Can be run in the following modes: 
• PFSS 
• Coupled PFSS+Schatten Current Sheet (SCS)
• Traditional or Improved interface between 

PFSS & SCS models. 
- Improved: minimizes “kinking” at interface.

4. IDL & Perl scripts replaced with Python
5. Forecasts solar wind speed and IMF polarity at
• L1, STEREO A & B, Ulysses, & all inner planets
• Easy to add other positions (e.g., Solar Orbiter)

6. Empirical solar wind speed relationship retuned
7. New field line tracing package

8. Provides 3D data cubes of 
• vector B at each grid cell in 

computational domain (1Rs to 
outer boundary)

• field line tracings (open & closed)

WSA Coronal Solutions Gamera (next generation LFM) 
Inner Heliosphere MHD solutions
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ADAPT Movie with HMI Vector:
May 1, 2010 to Sep 15, 2010
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Courtesy Carl Henney (AFRL)

The global solar photospheric magnetic field distribution serves 
as primary input to virtually ALL coronal & solar wind models.
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ADAPT Photospheric Maps @ up to 2-h cadence

The project will build a robust pipeline 
for high spatial and temporal resolution 
time-dependent MHD simulations of the 
inner heliosphere, driven by ADAPT 
photospheric maps and WSA coronal 
solutions, with automated down 
selection from multiple ADAPT 
realizations and user access to 
simulation results via a web interface.

Two types of time-dependent modeling
The Astrophysical Journal, 777:76 (11pp), 2013 November 1 Lionello et al.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Relaxed state of the coronal calculation without rotation. The solar surface is colored according to the value of Br . (a) Magnetic field lines outlining the
global field structure. (b) J/B near the solar surface showing volume currents in the streamer belt. (c) J/B further out in the corona showing the equatorial current
sheet.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

R20

Figure 3. (a) Magnetic field lines of the out-of-equilibrium Titov-Démoulin flux rope introduced in the coronal solution after the relaxation phase. (b) The flux rope
immediately erupts. (c) Interaction between the flux rope and the ambient dipole field. (d) J/B at larger heliocentric distances. We truncate the flux rope solution at
∼7 R⊙, thus causing a disturbance that propagates outward in the solar wind.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Having obtained a virtually identical relaxed state for both
models, we introduce a strongly out-of-equilibrium, modified
version of the coronal flux rope model of Titov & Démoulin
(1999, hereafter TDM) into the coronal calculation. The main
difference between the original and the TDM model is that in
the latter the stabilizing, analytical magnetic field is replaced
with the ambient field of the CME source region into which
the flux rope is inserted. Titov-Démoulin flux ropes have been
used in recent simulations of observed CMEs (e.g., Tóth et al.
2007; Manchester et al. 2008; Lugaz et al. 2011) In all these
cases, the flux rope was inserted out of equilibrium, causing an
immediate eruption. Further details of our implementation of the
TDM model will be described in a separate publication (V. S.

Titov et al., in preparation), with emphasis placed on obtaining
stable, pre-eruption configurations, such as the run described in
Section 4. A view of some magnetic field lines of the flux rope,
which is inserted at the equator into the relaxed configuration,
is presented in Figure 3(a). If we simply added the flux-rope
solution to the coronal field, this would instantly modify the
magnetic field everywhere in the domain, including the region
beyond r = 20 R⊙. This would create a discrepancy with the
heliospheric model, for which the evolution for r > 20 R⊙
is solely the result of changes at the r = 20 R⊙ boundary.
Therefore, when introducing the flux rope, we truncate the
solution at r = 7 R⊙, which is well within the limits of the region
bounded by the coronal model, but far enough from the flux rope

5

Lionello et al., ApJ, 2013

Boston U, CSP Colloquium, 25 Feb 2016

• CME propagation
- Space weather impacts 
- Basic plasma physics 

(instabilities, reconnection/
erosion) 

- Kinematics, distortion, 
rotation 

- Internal magnetic structure 
- Shocks, particle acceleration 

Merkin et al., ApJ, [2016]

MAS corona LFM-helio

• LFM serves as backbone for the 
inner heliosphere modeling 
pipeline

• Modeling is time-dependent

• ADAPT/WSA-driven for quiet 
heliosphere

• Coupled with MAS for CME 
propagation
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Helio research highlight #1
ADAPT/WSA-driven time-dependent background solar wind

ACE STEREO BSTEREO A MESSENGER

• HCS moves 
around

• Transient SW 
velocity streams

• Complex HCS 
crossings/
transitions

Merkin et al., JGR, 2016a
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Helio research highlight #2
MAS-driven CME propagation: First-principles from eruption to Earth

Merkin et al., ApJ, 2016b

LFM-helio driven by the MHD-around-a-sphere (MAS) code. 
Work done in collaboration with Predictive Science Inc.



LFM history
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• LFM — MHD code developed by J. Lyon, J. 
Fedder and C. Mobarry at NRL in the 80’s

• MHD numerics by J. Lyon

• Heritage traced to pioneering work on Flux 
Corrected Transport (FCT) schemes in the 
same group (J. Boris, D. Book, S. Zalesak, K. 
Hain)

• One of the first FCT MHD codes in multiple 
dimensions

• Started with very high order fluid schemes 
(20th order, Lyon et al., PRL, 1981)

• Finite volume, arbitrary hexahedral mesh

• Constrained transport (Yee-mesh), Magnetic 
field divergence-less to round-off ! " # = %

1980 MHD magnetosphere simulation (2-D)

1982 3-D magnetosphere

1985 Self-consistent ionosphere coupling

1992 CRRESS Barium release (Huba et al., JGR); Hall MHD

1995 Saturn, Neptune, Uranus simulations 
Higher resolution

1997 Acquired name (LFM)

1998 Venus simulation (Kallio et al., JGR)

1999 Outer heliosphere, neutrals, pickup ions (McNutt et al.)

2004 MPI parallelized
Numerics paper written (Lyon et al., JASTP); 
done in 1987 

2008-
2010

Geospace coupling framework
Operational at CCMC

2010 Multi-fluid extension

2011 Inner heliosphere, solar wind (Merkin et al., GRL)

2013 High-resolution magnetosphere KHI (Merkin et al., JGR)

2015 High-resolution magnetotail dipolarizations (Wiltberger et al., 
JGR)

…



Then and now
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Wiltberger, Merkin&Lyon [2016], 212x196x256Lyon et al. [1981], 50x40



Going forward
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• LFM numerics are quite unique
� Handles arbitrary, non-orthogonal (and singular!) grid
� High-order spatial reconstruction
� Can capture 3D dynamics with relatively few cells
� Intrinsically div-free B updates (constrained 

transport)

• LFM underlying code was written ~30 years 
ago

• Optimized for architectures long retired

• The code is robust and performs well on 
existing architectures

• Speed and portability becoming an issue with 
time

• Needs a serious upgrade for next generation 
supercomputers

Wiltberger, Merkin&Lyon [2016], 212x196x256



Meet Gamera
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• Gamera is a reinvention of LFM
• Built to tackle modern challenges, but preserve the unique numerics

of LFM
• Code written to expose multiple layers of heterogeneous parallelism 

(vectorization, OpenMP, MPI)
• Fortran 2003+, minimal external library dependence
• Portable, user-friendly, flexible
• Model coupling for inter-connected, multi-physics, multi-scale 

systems
• Standard tests to be published

Inner heliosphereSaturn magnetosphere



Gamera for space weather
Magnetosphere
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• Ionospheric solver rewritten from 

scratch in Fortran 2003+ as well

• Fully incorporated

• Example: 96x96x128 resolution

• Comparable to LFM “quad”

• About real-time on 2 Cheyenne nodes

• Coupling infrastructure in progress;  

flexible, minimal lib dependency

• Ready for coupling with RCM and 

TIEGCM



Conclusions
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• Diverse set of space weather simulation tools
• Primary applications: 

� Geospace
§ Magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere 

coupling
§ Radiation belts
§ Ring current

� Inner heliosphere

• Backbone is the global magnetosphere MHD 
code (LFM, and now Gamera)

• LFM has been in production for ~30 years
• Numerous applications to various plasma 

problems
• Very high quality MHD numerics but…
• Needs an upgrade for sustainable future
• Developed a general application, flexible, 

portable, and efficient MHD code = Gamera

• Gamera preserves (and improves upon) all the 
high heritage LFM numerics

• Also, building a robust and flexible coupling 
framework

• In particular, tools for model agnostic ring 
current coupling

• New test particle code incorporated with 
Gamera (ions and electrons)

• Minimal external library dependence

• Magnetosphere and heliosphere applications 
already operational and used for science-
quality production runs

• Ready for coupling with RCM and TIEGCM

• Website: civspace.jhuapl.edu/gamera
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